Abstract We propose to use discriminative subgraphs to discover family photos from group photos in an efficient and effective way. Group photos are represented as face graphs by identifying social contexts such as age, gender, and face position. The previous work utilized bag-of-word models and considered frequent subgraphs from all group photos as features for classification. This approach, however, produces numerous subgraphs, resulting in high dimensions. Furthermore, some of them are not discriminative. To solve these issues, we adopt a state-of-the-art, frequent subgraph mining method that removes nondiscriminative subgraphs.
Introduction
Recent studies on image classification focus on object and scene classification. They show remarkable performance thanks to the improvement of image features such as convolutional neural network (CNN) [1] . These image features are built from pixel-level descriptors, and may be not enough to describe group photos, since classifying group photos requires to utilize more semantic information like relations, events, or activities. Interestingly, humans can classify types (e.g., friends and family) of group photos without much training, because we can estimate a variety of social contexts such as age, gender, proximity, and place, by observing face, position, clothing, and other objects.
Once we identify the social context on group photos, we can use this information for various applications. One application is to control privacy of shared images in various social websites (e.g., Facebook). People share images sometimes without much consideration on what information shared images can deliver to other people. When we identify that a shared group photo is a family photo containing children, we may wish to share that image to a small circle of persons, e.g., relatives, instead of publicly.
For classifying group photos, Chen et al. [2] proposed a method to categorize group photos into family and non-family types. This method assumes that annotations about age, gender, and face position are well-estimated beforehand by using existing face detection and statistical estimation derived from the pixel context. On top of that, they proposed to use a social-level feature named as Bag-of-Face-subGraph (BoFG) to represent group photos by graphs. For constructing BoFGs, a mining algorithm extracting frequent subgraphs is adopted. This is based on the assumption that prominent social subgroups captured in group photos can be identified by looking at frequently appearing subgraphs.
While the prior method enlightens an interesting research direction of classifying group photos, it has certain drawbacks. It first requires a userspecified threshold to determine the number of feature dimensions in a training phase. Furthermore, as we have more frequent subgraphs by having more feature dimensions, we also raise the probability as a side effect that more non-discriminative subgraphs are selected due to repetitive and redundant patterns. In other words, thresholding the number of subgraphs with the frequency criterion alone can cause a scalability problem.
Main contributions. To overcome these issues, we survey the state-of-the-art subgraph mining techniques, and propose to use a subgraph mining technique, CORK, that identifies discriminative subgraphs and culls out redundant subgraph generations. We also propose to use a TF-IDF, a widely-used feature normalization for the bag-ofword models, to our BoFG feature.
To validate benefits of our method in terms of classifying family and non-family types of group photos, we have tested the prior and our methods in two different datasets ( Fig. 1) including the public dataset [3] . Overall, our method shows higher accuracy with less dimensions over the prior method. Furthermore, our method does not require a manually tunned threshold for computing dimensions of our BoFG features.
We have also integrated our method with the face 
Fig. 1
We test our method against a new, extended dataset consisting of (a) non-family and (b -e) different family types. Our method achieves the highest accuracy, 79.34%, with 90 dimensions, while the state-of-the-art method achieves 76.8% with 1000 dimensions.
API
1 of Microsoft Project Oxford and released it at our demo site 2 . In this system (Fig. 2) , users can test their own group images and see how well our method performs with them.
Related work and background
We review prior approaches that are related to our method.
Social context in photographs
Social contexts contain various information such as clothing, age, gender, absolute or relative position, face angle, gesture, body direction, and so on. They have been widely used to recognize people and groups [2, 4, 5] . Several works analyzed the contexts to study the structure of scenes in group photos [3, 6, 7] . Some researchers utilized them to classify group types [2, 4, 8, 9] , retrieve similar group photos [10] [11] [12] , discover social relations [5, 13] , or predict occupations [14] .
Pixel contexts in addition to the social contexts have been used together to recognize a type of group photos [4] . Some of well-known pixel-level features include SIFT [15] , GIST [16] , CNN [1], etc. Sociallevel features can be estimated by face detection, clothing segmentation, or partial body detection.
Frequent subgraph mining
Our work is based on identifying subgraphs from a graph representing the relationship between people shown in group photos.
Frequently appearing subgraphs provide important cues on understanding graph structures and similarity between different graphs. As a result, mining frequent subgraphs has been widely studied [17] . For various classification, frequent subgraph mining has been used in training and test phases to build a social-level feature, as used in classifying family and non-family photo types [2] .
We have found that extracted subgraphs significantly affect classification accuracy. There are two simple strategies to explore subgraphs in a database: (1) BFS-based and (2) DFSbased approaches [17] . The BFS-based algorithm has been less used recently due to its technical challenges in generating candidates and pruning false positives. More advanced techniques focus on efficient candidate generation, since the subgraph isomorphism test is an NP-complete [18] . Recent successful algorithms proceed based on depth-first search and pattern growth [17] , i.e., subgraph growing. Our method is also based on the DFSbased strategy, and uses canonical labels to avoid the scalability issue. We additionally measure the discriminative power of each subgraph during the pattern growth.
Graph-based image editing
In this work, we use graphs and histograms of their subgraphs for discovering family photos. Interestingly, there have been many graphbased approaches for image extrapolation [19] , interpolation [20] , image segmentation [21] , representations [22] , etc. While these applications are not directly related to our classification problem, utilizing histograms of subgraphs could be useful in these applications, e.g., better graph matching for extrapolation.
Backgrounds on social subgraphs
In this section, we give the background of using BoFG features for group photo classification.
Chen et al. [2] proposed BoFG features for group photo classification. This method constructs face graphs (Fig. 3) and uses their subgraphs to describe various social relationships. BoFG is analogous to the bag-of-word model of text retrieval. For example, a text corpus corresponds to a group photo album, a document to an image, and a word to a subgraph in a face graph, respectively. The main difference between these models is that the bag-ofword model performs clustering over all vectors in order to obtain a codebook, whereas BoFG performs frequent subgraph mining over all the face graphs. Attributes of group members enable us to discriminate the type of groups, although we do not even know their names or relationships. In addition, understanding each one's position is informative to infer physical and relationship closeness among people. Chen et al. [2] showed that only knowing gender, age, and face positions as attributes of group members works effectively for a binary classification of family and non-family photos. Our approach is also based on this approach, and represents a group photo into a face graph, elaborated below.
Face graphs. Figure 3 illustrates an example of representing a group photo to a face graph. Each node of the graph corresponds to each person in the group photo, and is associated with a vertex label describing age and gender. Each edge between two nodes encodes relative position between two people.
There are 14 different types describing age and gender for each vertex label. The age ranges from 0-year-old to 75-year-old, and is categorized into seven age types. There are two gender types, male and female, and they are visualized by square and circle, respectively in Fig. 3(b) . The combinations of age and gender result in 14 different types. Identifying faces and their attributes have been well studied [23, 24] , and APIs of performing these operations are available, as mentioned in Section 1.
Most previous works used the Euclidean distance in image space, i.e., pixel distance, to measure the closeness between persons in group photos [3, 5, 12, 13] . Unfortunately, it has been known not to be invariant to scales of images, faces, distance to camera, or the orientation angle of a face. Instead, we use an order distance that indicates how close people stand with each other. The order distance has been demonstrated to be more stable over the pixel distance in terms of various factors [2] . The order distance is computed as the path length among vertices on a minimum spanning tree (MST) generated from a face graph. Such order distance is used for each edge label such as Fig. 3(c) .
Bag-of-Face-subGraph (BoFG). Once we represent group photos into face graphs, we extract frequent subgraphs and regard them as BoFG features for classification. BoFG has been proposed to be a useful feature to compare structures of group photos. It helps to infer a type of a group by using substructures of groups. For example, in Fig. 3 , edges between two vertices of 28 f and 28 m (i.e., mother-father relationship), and between 28 f and 5 m (i.e., mother-son relationship) provide additional information on social relationship over each node of those edges; f and m represent female and male gender types, respectively.
Subgraph enumeration via gSpan. The prior work regarded frequent subgraphs as BoFG features, and generated such subgraphs by frequent subgraph mining, specifically, the gSpan method [25] . Most prior approaches of frequent subgraph mining [17] initially generate candidates of frequent subgraphs and adopt a pruning process to remove false positives. The pruning process, unfortunately, has a heavy computational cost, because it requires subgraph isomorphism testing. gSpan adopted in the prior classification system [2] ameliorated this computational overhead issue by utilizing two techniques, DFS lexicographic order and minimal DFS code. Specifically, we first traverse an input graph, G, in a depth-first search (DFS) and assign an incrementally increasing visiting order to a newly visited vertex. Whenever we traverse an edge from v m to v n of the graph G, we represent the traversed edge into a 5-tuple DFS code:
where m and n are vertex indices computed by the visiting ordering during the DFS traversal, L m and L n are vertex labels of v m and v n , respectively, and L (m,n) is a edge label associated with the edge. A graph, however, can have multiple DFS codes depending on traversal orders of vertices and edges. gSpan particularly allows the DFS lexicographic order computed from labels, L m , L (m,n) , L n , of vertices and edges, and uses the DFS code corresponding to the minimal lexicographic order from the graph G. In this way, we can remove redundant subgraphs and maintain a subgraph among its isomorphic subgraphs.
To check the subgraph isomorphism, we simply look at the DFS code of a subgraph, G s , to see whether the code is equal to or bigger than ones generated by prior subgraphs. If so, this indicates that G s is a redundant subgraph, which is isomorphic to a prior subgraph. An illustration of generating DFS codes and pruning process is shown in Fig. 4 .
To define frequently appearing subgraphs, gSpan requires a user defined parameter, known as F or (a) :
This figure shows a process of generating all the subgraphs having one edge or more in gSpan. During the enumeration of subgraphs, gSpan prunes subgraphs once their DFS codes are equal to or bigger than prior ones. We highlight three subgraphs labelled (a), (b), and (c), and their DFS codes in below. 5 f is a 5-year-old female, while 5m is a 5-year-old male. Let the lexicographic orders of vertex and edge be 5 f < 5m < 28 f < 28m and 0 < 1 < 2. Note that the subgraphs (b) and (c) are isomorphic to each other. However, the subgraph of (c) is not a minimal DFS code because it is bigger than that of (b). In this manner, the search space can be pruned; the dotted subgraphs are pruned during the DFS-based expansion.
minimum frequency. We consider all different subgraphs whose frequency counts are bigger than the minimum frequency to be features of the BoFG.
The aforementioned method focuses on extracting frequency-based subgraphs and has some limitations for graph classification.
Extracted frequent subgraphs in this approach may not show structural differences between classes. This is a similar problem even in the text classification. For instance, "a" and "the" are most commonly appearing words, but are not discriminative words for document classification. Moreover, the minimum frequency of subgraphs for defining BoFGs should be picked through a tedious trial-and-error approach for achieving high accuracy.
To address these drawbacks of using frequently appearing subgraphs, we propose to use discriminative subgraphs, adopt a recent subgraph mining method, CORK [26] , extracting such discriminative subgraphs, and apply it to our classification problem of group photos. Additionally, we further improve the classification accuracy by adopting and tailoring the TF-IDF normalization scheme to our problem.
Our approach
In this section, we explain our approach for classifying group photos into family and non-family types. Figure 5 shows the overview of our method. As offline process, we first generate face graphs from group photos in a training set and extract discriminative subgraphs as Bag-of-Face-subGraph (BoFG) features from face graphs.
Overview
We utilize family and non-family labels associated with training images. We then extract a BoFG feature for each photo and normalize the feature by using the TF-IDF weighting. Through discriminative learning, we finally construct an SVM classifier.
When a query image is provided, we represent it to a face graph, and extract and normalize a BoFG feature from the graph. We then estimate a query's label by utilizing the pre-trained classifier.
Our work adopts face graphs and their subgraphs as the BoFG features for the classification problem (Section 3).
For achieving higher accuracy in an efficient manner, we additionally propose using discriminative subgraphs (Section 4.2) inspired by a recent near-optimal selection method [26] . We also normalize BoFG features using the term frequency and inverse document frequency, i.e., the TF-IDF weighting scheme (Section 4.3).
Discriminative subgraphs mining
We would like to identify discriminative subgraphs that are characteristic features in each category. We have identified similar issues from data mining, and found that CORK [26] works well for our problem.
CORK considers statistical significance to select discriminative subgraphs.
It defines a new measurement counting the number of features that are not helpful for classification among candidate features. This measurement can be integrated into gSpan as a culling method. It can reduce the number of features, while preserving performance in classification and can prune search space without relying upon a manually-tuned frequency threshold. A near-optimality of CORK is obtained from a submodular quality function, q(·), using a greedy forward feature selection. The function q(·) considers presence or absence of each subgraph in each class. q(·) for the set containing subgraph, S, is defined as the following:
where A and B are two classes in a dataset. A S 0 is the number of images of the class A that do not have the subgraph set {S}. A S 1 is the number of images including the subgraph set {S} in the class A. The subscripts S 0 and S 1 are used in the same manner for another class B.
When a subgraph appears or does not appear simultaneously in both classes, it can be considered as a non-discriminative feature between two classes. To consider this observation, A S 0 and B S 0 are multiplied together; the same reasoning applies for the product of A S 1 and B S 1 . In this context, a feature becomes more discriminative, as the quality function q(·) becomes higher. Figure 6 shows examples of the quality function for two subgraphs in classes A and B.
While generating subgraphs, we commonly expand a subgraph S into another one, T , by adding a neighboring edge or so. During this incremental process, suppose that we already decided to include S into our feature set. We then need to check the quality of having a newly expanded feature T on top of S. As a result, we need to reevaluate q({T }).
Unfortunately, this process can require an 
While expanding subgraphs, we prune the children of supergraphs T expanded from the subgraph S, when the quality function of T is equal to the one of those upper bounds.
This culling criterion is adopted, since it is guaranteed that we cannot find any better supergraphs than T whose quality function is higher than the the upper bound shown in the aforementioned inequality. This approach has been proven to identify discriminative subgraphs whose quality function values are bigger than a certain lower bound [26, Theorem 2.1]. Furthermore, unlike gSpan, users do not need to provide manually-tuned parameters for identifying discriminative subgraphs.
TF-IDF normalization
Once we extract features, we normalize those features. TF-IDF [27] is one of commonly adopted normalization schemes, mainly for document classification. We apply this normalization to our feature, which resembles the bag-of-word model. Inspired by the TF-IDF normalization scheme, we give higher weights to more frequent features in each image and deemphasize features that appear in more images.
In particular, our TF-IDF weighting scheme of a subgraph s occurring in an image i given an image database D is defined as the following:
where f s,i is the number of the subgraph s occurring in the image i, N is the number of all images in the database D, and n s is the number of images with the subgraph s. If f s,i is zero, TF term would be undefined. To prevent this case, a small constant, 1, is added. Similarly, to avoid divide-by-zero, we also add the small constant 1 to the denominator of the IDF term.
Results
We implemented prior and our methods for discovering family photos in a machine that has Xeon 3.47 GHz with 192 GB main memory. We evaluate the effectiveness of computing and using discriminative feature selection along with TF-IDF normalization. For classification, we use the support vector machine (SVM). The classification is conducted with linear kernel and 5-fold cross validation.
Datasets
To validate our approach, we use the existing dataset provided by Chen et al. [2] .
We additionally test different methods against a new, larger, and diverse dataset, which is rearranged from the public dataset [3] , as adopted also in the previous work. Based on the protocol laid out in the prior work, we obtain a "soft" ground truth containing 1613 family photos and 1890 non-family photos for our new, extended dataset. The "soft" ground truth for the new dataset is generated without any prior knowledge such as looking at labels of those images.
The new extended dataset also shares the same images to the Chen et al.'s dataset, since these two datasets are arranged from the public dataset. We also measure the common images in both or either one of two datasets ( Table 1) . The difference from the previous one is that the new dataset has 1073 more photos and includes wider sets of family types such as siblings, single parent, nuclear family, and extended family, as shown in Fig. 1 .
Note that these images from the public dataset have labels, which are groups, wedding, and family types. Our methods independently predict family types of these images and measure accuracy by comparing their predicted labels with the original ones associated with the public dataset.
We have also considered other datasets related to group photos [4, 8] . Unfortunately, these datasets do not contain labels directly for family and non-family types. As a result, we were unable to use them for our problem.
Effects of discriminative subgraphs
We test accuracy of different methods including ours and the gSpan method [2] . We have implemented the prior method by following the guideline of the original paper [2] . For gSpan, we generate frequent subgraphs up to 10,000 subgraphs and sort them in the order of document frequency and select them as BoFG. To achieve the best accuracy for the gSpan method, it is required for users to specify the number of subgraphs. In this approach, we need to rely on many trial-and-error procedures, while our method automatically constructs a set of discriminative subgraphs.
We were unclear how the prior method uses the document frequency (DF) term, because there is an ambiguity in which the DF term is evaluated either after or during the running process of gSpan 1 . We thus experiment both cases. gSpan + DF (1) and gSpan + DF (2) correspond respectively to the adaption of DF posterior to and during gSpan in Table 2 . In Table 2 , our method finds the maximal number of subgraphs without using the minimum frequency.
Our methods w/ and w/o the TF-IDF scheme in the Chen et al.'s dataset identify a small set of discriminative subgraphs (i.e., 76 subgraphs), and achieves 80.61% and 78.65% accuracy respectively. Interestingly, the prior methods show even lower accuracy as they use higher dimensions. This is mainly because frequent subgraphs may not be discriminative.
Effects of TF-IDF normalization
We measure accuracy of different methods with and without TF-IDF normalization. Since gSpan + DF (2) achieves higher accuracy than gSpan + DF (1), we show the results of gSpan + DF (2) and ours for the test. In both gSpan + DF (2) and ours, using TF-IDF over DF improves the classification accuracy in most cases. Especially, our method using TF-IDF achieves the highest accuracy, 79.34%, for the extended dataset.
Comparison of subgraphs
We check the number of subgraphs co-occurring in the BoFG features generated by both gSpan and our method. This investigation can help us to understand how many dimensions prior methods require in order to obtain discriminative features extracted by our method. Even in hundreds of thousands of dimensions extracted by gSpan, some of discriminative subgraphs extracted by our method are not identified (Table 4) .
We also measure how well query images used in the test phase are represented by extracted features. For this, we measure how many query images are represented by null vector, indicating that query images are not represented by any features extracted by gSpan or our method ( Table 5) . As a result, we can conclude that the feature extraction of our method performs better than other tested methods (gSpan + DF (1) or gSpan + DF (2)).
Conclusions and future work
We have proposed a novel classification system utilizing discriminative subgraph mining for For extracting discriminative subgraphs, we proposed to use a recent discriminative subgraph mining method, CORK, that adopts a quality function with nearoptimal guarantees. We additionally proposed to use the TF-IDF normalization to better support the characteristic of BoFG features. To validate benefits of our approach, we have tested different methods including ours against two different datasets including our new, extended dataset. Our method achieves higher accuracy in the same dimensionality over the prior methods. Furthermore, our method achieves higher or similar accuracy over the prior work that relies on manual turning and requires a higher dimensionality.
There are many interesting future directions. Since our work is based on the concept of social relationships, we consider subgraphs consisting of at least two nodes. However, only a single node can provide useful social cues. Incorporating single nodes in BoFGs and investigating its effects should be interesting. We would like to also investigate recent deep learning techniques that learns low-level features and classification functions. Due to the lack of sufficient training datasets, we did not consider recent deep learning techniques, but this approach should be worthwhile for achieving higher accuracy.
